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Physics 490. Practice Problems

I: The total cross-section for muon-neutrino interactions is σ(νµp) = Ks
where K = 0.4 × 10−38 cm2/GeV2 and s = E2

cm is the square of the cm
energy of the neutrino-proton interaction. What is the rate of interactions
for a beam of 125 GeV neutrinos with an intensity of 1 × 1011/sec passing
through a 1.7 m long liquid hydrogen bubble chamber ?

(Note: The density of liquid hydrogen is 0.063g/cm3, the mass of a hy-
drogen atom is 1.7× 10−24 g).
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II, Threshold energies: Consider collisions of particles of type A on a
fixed target of particle type B with new particles C1, C2, .....CN produced in
the final state. i.e. A + B → C1 + C2 + .....CN .

(a) Show that the minimum energy required for the incident beam of A
particles is EA = (M2 −m2

A −m2
B)/2mB where M = m1 + m2 + .....mN .

(b) Calculate the threshold energy for the reaction π−p → Λ0K0 where
the proton is in the target. (mp = 0.981 GeV/c2, m−

π = 0.140 GeV/c2,
mK = 0.498 GeV/c2 and mΛ = 1.115 GeV/c2.)
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III, Lorentz transformations: The Belle experiment in Tsukuba, Japan
collides high energy 8 GeV electrons with high energy 3.5 GeV positrons.
The crossing angle between the two beams is 22 mrad (1.260).

(a) Calculate the fractional difference of the electron velocity from that
of the speed of light in vacuum.

(b) Neglecting me/E << 1, calculate the CM energy. (The energy is
chosen to coincide with the Υ(4S) resonance.)

(c) In what direction does this Υ(4S) resonance travel in the lab ?

(d) If the Υ(4S) decays into a B0 and B̄0 meson, each of mass 5.28 GeV
and mean lifetime 1.56×10−12 s, what would be the mean laboratory distance
traveled by the mesons before they decay ?
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IV, Conservations Laws:

(1) Explain why the decay τ+ → µ+γ does not occur (or at least has not
been observed yet).

(2) Draw the Feynman diagram for K+ → µ+ν. Is this a strong, weak or
EM decay ?

(3) Are both of the following two decays allowed ? π0 → γγ or π0 → γγγ
(Why or why not ?)
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V, Conservations Laws and Feynman Diagrams:

(1) The φ meson is a 1− bound state of an s and s̄ quark i.e. φ = ss̄.
Consider the decay φ→ K−K+. What kind of decay is this (strong, EM or
weak) ?

(2) For the decays below, which are allowed ? If allowed, state whether
the reaction is strong, weak or EM.

(a) n→ p + e− + ν̄e

(b) µ+ → e+ + νe

(c) Ω− → K−K0 (Ω− = sss)

(d) Σ+ → pπ0 (Σ+ = suu)
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V Isospin:
(a) Consider K−p → Σ0π0. What is the isospin of the final state ?

(Remember the Σ baryons are an isotriplet and a K− has I3 = −1/2.)

(b) Compare the rates of K−p → Σ0π0 and K−p → Σ+π− if the latter
reaction proceeds through I = 0 only.
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